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Basic questions
1 Why and how have developed economies developed?
2 Can some basic conditions be singled out as prerequisites?
3 Is there any clue suggesting that development has occurred
early in the history of mankind?
4 Is there any evidence that development has evenly spread?
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Development in context
The long stagnation.
Then, a sudden spurt and a long-drawn, secular growth (about
250 years).
The great agricultural break-through: from hunter-gatherers to
settled farmers.
About ten thousand years ago: the fertile crescent
(Mesopotamia).
About nine thousand years ago in Northern China.
About eight thousand years ago in Central America
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The consequences
The appearance of a surplus over immediate needs.
The emergence of hierarchies, social classes, leadership, ﬁscal
states.
Cities and empires.
Professional armies and organized war.
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The rise and fall of empires
Grand empires appeared, thrived, declined and ﬁnally
disappeared.
Economic historians have cogently illustrated that in many
circumstances the impulse to grow did occur during:
The Roman Empire. (27 B.C- 476 A.D.)
the Abbasid Caliphate. (750-1258 A.D.)
the Sung Empire in China. (960-1279 A.D.).
Italy in the 13-th and 14-th century.
Yet, these impulses to growth gave way to retrenchment and
stagnation.
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Some characteristics
Slow and haphazard technical change.
Extensive growth curbed by population growth.
Decreasing returns due to the paucity of natural resources.
Widespread rent-seeking.
Subsistence agriculture
Luxury trade
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The Great Divergence
According to well documented historical evidence, the world
prior to roughly the mid-XVIII century did not exhibit
extraordinary diﬀerences.
This statement is to be understood in terms of relevant
quantities. Cultural diﬀerences were there but they did not
translate into major gaps in GDP per head, average standard
of living.
Some indicators bear out this proposition; namely, market
development, consumption per head or even more complex
ones such as the population growth rate, shortages of
land-intensive products.
Main reference: David Pomeranz (2000): 'The great
divergence'. Princeton, Princeton University Press
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An interesting argument
The ﬁfteenth-century Portuguese Infante Dom Henrique sat in
his castle at Sagres and sent his ships in small squadrons
groping for perhaps a thousand miles south along the coast of
Africa.
The ﬁfteenth-century Chinese notable Cheng Hoin modern
transliteration Zheng He, the eunuch admiral who was a
trusted lieutenant of the Yung-lo Emperortook 30,000 men
and seventy ships on eight voyages to the Indian Ocean,
reaching as far as Zanzibar and projecting power on a very
large scale.
The Ottoman Emperor Mehmet II deployed the largest and
strongest pieces of artillery in the worldspecially made for the
occasionfor his conquest of Constantinople in 1453.
(by Brad DeLong (http://www.j-bradford-delong.net/)
commenting Pomeranz (2000).)
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Zheng He's Voyages
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The head-start
We think that the populations of China and India grew more
rapidly than the population of Europe from 1500-1850.
This suggestsat least if we believe in Malthussomewhat
more prosperous societies with more rapidly growing
economies in the Eurasian "east."
Basically, it was the discovery of America and the availability
of key natural resources that explain the split at about the
mid-XVIII century.
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Precedents
Italy in the late Middle Ages
The Mediterranean Sea as a locus of development
Trade and early industry
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The harbingers
Sustained growth in the U.K. (England, to be precise)
beginning in the second half of the 18th century: the roots?
Henry the 7th protectionist policies in Europe of the 15th
century. The Tudors' ﬁrm hand on economic polices.
Long-distance trade.
Cromwell and the British Civil war. A true political revolution:
deep institutional reforms.
A new social class gains unprecedented power.
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The rise of a sea power
Elizabethan mercantilism: early protection
Increasing sea-trade, port cities and urban markets
The new industries:
- ship-building
- sails and navigational implements
- clock-making and precision instruments
- machine tools
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The Break-Through
Cromwell and the English civil war, in fact a revolution.
The state intervenes: the Navigational Acts. Land reform and
the agricultural revolution.
The commercial revolution: Courts, custom-houses and tax
collectors.
Oﬀ to the colonies: losing one but gaining the crown's
diamond: India and the East India Company.
The rise of naval power: controlling the seas and long-distance
trade
.
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The triangular trade
From Europe to Africa
From Africa to the Overseas colonies: the West Indies and the
American eastern seaboard.
From the colonies back to Europe.
The slave trade: was it important?
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Yes, it was
Most sea-faring European states took part: Spain, Portugal,
Great Britain, France, Holland, Denmark.
Even more quantitatively important: the Eastern slave driving.
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The geography of slave trade
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The ﬁrst industrial state
International markets and domestic markets.
Raw materials and the new industries
From textiles to capital goods industries
The transportation revolution: railways and the steam power
The age of machinery.
Land shortages
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A development as a conﬂicting, evolutionary process:
Braudel, Wallerstein, Arrighi
1300-1450: The Italian one-hundred year war
1450-1560: Genoa and Spain
1560-1650: El Siglo de Oro: the age of Charles V and Philip II.
1650-1720: The United Provinces and their world trade.
1720-1780: Dutch ﬁnancial success and decline.
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Towards the modern world
1780-1880: The ﬁrst Industrial Revolution and Great Britain
as the ﬁrst true World Power
1880-1915: British (relative) industrial decline.
1915-1970: The US hegemony
1970-2000....Financial supremacy and... ﬁnal demise??
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Questions
Some relevant questions:
Why have some countries become 'rich' and others stayed
'poor'?
Why have some countries forged ahead and others fallen
behind?
Why have some countries caught up whilst others have not
managed to do so?
BUT ONE ANSWER: TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS AND
INCREASING RATHER DECREASING RETURNS:
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